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Key language of thelesson

I. Please trace the characters and copy the characters in the grids.
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星

xīng qī

星期week

xīng qī yī

星期一 Monday

xīng qī rì

星期日 Sunday

zhè ge

这个 this

期

这
II. Please translate these phrases into Chinese. 

Wednesday____________           Friday________________          Today________________

Birthday_______________         Play football________________           Good___________

Surf the internet_________________           Play computer games___________________   

Like__________________        This________________           Swimming__________________

Play tennis_______________    Play Ping Pong________________     Reading______________

Watch a film________________    Watch TV__________________    Goodbye
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III. Please circle the odd one from each group. 

1. 星期六 星期四 星期日 今天

2. 小猫 蛇 他 小兔子

3. 我姐姐 家人 大 爸爸

4. 跑步 听音也 买东西 田

5. 喜欢 踢足球 打乒乓球 玩儿滑板

IV. Please look at the pictures and describe the pictures in Chinese. There is an example given to you. 

Eg. 我喜欢踢足球，不喜欢看电影。

Monday Tuesday

______________________________
______________________________

我我姐姐

Sunday

______________________________
______________________________

爸爸，
likes 
playing 
basketball

妈妈，
likes 
watching 
films

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

姐姐，likes 
playing 
skateboard

弟弟，likes 
playing computer 
games

May 26

______________________________
______________________________
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V. Please fill in the blanks with Chinese characters according to Pinyin. Then you need to 
translate this paragraph into English. 

你好，我叫小山，我家有三口人。我喜欢_______

和_________________。我也喜欢运动(yùndòng, sports)。

___________，我游泳。星期二，我和弟弟去_________。星期三，

我___________。

我妈妈喜欢买东西，我爸爸喜欢听音乐，他不喜欢看电视。

kànshū

wán er diàn nǎo yóu xì

xīng qī yī

pǎo bù

dǎ wǎng qiú

Translation: 

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
VI. Please fill in the blanks with Chinese characters according to the English words in order to 
complete the sentences. 

1.小明喜欢 ，不喜欢 。

2.小田喜欢 ，不喜欢 。

3.小龙女喜欢 ，不喜欢 ,也不喜欢 。

4.杨过喜欢 ，不喜欢 ，也不喜欢 。
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VII. Please read the article. Then answer questions according to the content. 

六书——Six Creating Categories of Chinese Character

Nearly 4000 years ago, Chinese people created characters. Though very little known about the 
origins of the written Chinese language, one of the most common stories is about the minister of 
mythical Emperor Huang Di, Cang Jie, who allegedly saw the prints of birds’ and animals’ feet as 
being distinct and individual. He then drew his own pictures of objects relating to their shape.
There are six different kinds of ways to create Chinese characters, known as 六书 (liù shū). 
However, there are four main categories: pictographs, ideographs, combined ideographs and 
determinative-phonetics. The additional two methods are known as combined transfer characters 
and loan characters, which are less related to the structure of a character and more with usage.
1.  象形（xiàngxíng） Pictograph Characters
Long long ago, once Chinese people looked at something (animals, tools or other natural 
phenomena) they drew it. Then, more and more people used the same picture to represent these 
things. In this way, people created Chinese characters. This method was called 象形（pictograph）.
Not only did these characters show natural objects, such as 山、日、月 , but also showed 
cultural advances that were occurring in China during this time, such as 刀,网.

2.  指事（zhǐshì） Ideograph Characters
Not all things or ideas can be drawn. Some characters began to develop and showed 指事 (zhǐ shì) 
‘indirect characters’ or ideographs that were more abstract. Xu Shen referred to these characters as 
‘pointing to matters’. These abstract ideas were shown with metaphorical or symbolic pictographs.
For example, one line 一 (yī), two lines 二 (èr), three lines 三 (sān) etc to indicate numbers ‘1,2 
and 3’, dots and lines added to horizontal lines to indicate characters such as上（up）. Another 
example includes 刃（rèn）showing a knife 刀 and a point which point to knife to mean to ‘knife 
blade’ 

3.  会意（huìyì） Combined Ideograph Characters
With the development of society, there were more and more things, ideas and relationships. If 
every time a new thing was create people create a total new character, it will be a mission 
impossible. So people created a new method which is called 会意（meeting of ideas）. People 
combine two or more pictographs or ideographs to create a new character. For example,明
（bright）=日+月，好=女+子，看=手+目。Here are also some more examples of 会意
characters:

‘knife  blade’ Ideographs

Oracle bone            standard script
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‘rest’ Ideographs

Oracle bone            standard 
script

‘forest’ Ideographs

Oracle bone            standard 
script

4. 形声（xíngshēng） Determinative-phonetic Characters
As society developed quickly, more and more things were created and their 
pronunciations were same or similar. Characters are too few to represent 
pronunciations. So people created an ingenious method of script known as 形声 (xíng
shēng) which combined the pictogram with phonetics and was known as 
‘determinative-phonetic characters’ or phonetic compounds. This allowed scholars to 
create an unlimited amount of characters and it was at this time that the evolution of 
the written Chinese script was almost completed.
Here are some examples of how these characters work:

Determinative-
phonetic characters

木+圭=桂
Mù guī guì

tree       silicon     osmanthus

Determinative-
phonetic characters

木+利=梨
Mù lì lí

tree        profit       pear

5. 转注（zhuǎnzhù） Transfer Characters
转注 (zhuǎn zhù) ‘transfer’ characters are the most difficult to explain and are the 
least understood. These characters could be interchangeably with each other due to 
them sharing the same radical and having a similar etymology. Such as:

6. 假借 （jiǎjiè） Loan Characters
The final category are the 假借 (jiǎ jiè) or ‘loan characters’. This method ‘loan’ the 
physical character of a homophonous word. A homophone is a word that sounds 
similar, but have a different meaning.
For example, back in the day, there was no character for the abstract idea of ‘to come’. 
Since there was already an existing character with the same pronunciation, 莱 (lái), 
the cereal plant was ‘loaned’ to the new character, 来 (lái).

According to the article, answer following questions:
1. Can you find these radicals in the following characters? Then match the characters to their 
meaning with the help of the radicals. Example has been given.

犭=dog    艹=glass   扌=hand   日=sun   雨=rain   讠=speak    冫=freezing

冰 星 诺 花 雪 找 狼

Snow                search                 wolf             promise            star                 ice              flower

Determinative-
phonetic characters

犭+良=狼
quǎn liáng láng

dog          good        wolf

Determinative-
phonetic characters

犭+侯=猴
quǎn hóu hóu

dog       marquis   monkey
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2. According to the content of the article, fill the blanks.
There are different kinds of ways to create Chinese characters. However, 
there are main categories , , and 

. The additional two methods are known and 
, which are less related to the structure of a character and more with 

usage.
3. There are some characters. According to the content of the article, guess the 
way it was created, and give reasons why you think it was created in this way 
Example has been given.
xià niǎo shī yán yǐng kàn xiàng tián

下 鸟 狮 岩 影 看 象 田
down    bird          lion        rock      shade        look       elephant    field
Example:
鸟（Pictograph Character）
I can see a feather on the bird’s head. I can see the bird’s eye, body and 
a branch. So I guess it is a pictograph character.
下（ ）

狮（ ）

岩（ ）

影（ ）

看（ ）

田（ ）
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VIII. Please write Chinese characters according to pinyin,.    

1. nǐ de ài hào shì shén me?               2. kàn shū 3. tīng yīn yè 4. mǎi dōng xi

5. shàng wǎng 6. kàn diàn shì 7. wánr diàn nǎo yóu xì 8. wánr huá bǎn

9. xǐ huān 10. bù xǐ huān 11. nǐ ne?              12. wǒ yě xǐ huān 13. shéi

14. yùn dòng 15. tī zú qiú 16. dǎ lán qiú 17. dǎ pīng pāng qiú

18. dǎ wǎng qiú 19. pǎo bù 20. yóu yǒng 21. dǎ qiú 22. huì

According to the situation above, choose（ ）
A. I can write all Chinese characters and I am sure all the characters are right.
B. I can write all Chinese characters but I am not sure all of them are right.
C. The characters which I don’t know or forget are less than 3.
D. The characters which I don’t know or forget are more than 5.
E. The characters which I don’t know or forget are more than 10.

爸（ ） 妈（ ） 哥（ ） 姐（ ）
弟（ ） 妹（ ） 家（ ） 狗（ ）
猫（ ） 鸟（ ） 鱼（ ） 蛇（ ）
兔（ ） 大（ ） 小（ ） 只（ ）
条（ ） 月（ ） 今（ ） 天（ ）
生（ ） 日（ ） 是（ ） 没（ ）

IX. Reflection.  Please write pinyin of these characters. Don’t forget to the tone.

According to the situation above, choose(     )
A. I can write pinyin of all Chinese characters and I am sure all pinyin are right.
B. I know all characters’ pronunciations and there are just few pinyin I am not sure. 
C.  I know these characters’ pronunciation but I can’t write their pinyin.
D. There still are some characters I don’t know how to pronounce and there are a lot of 
pinyin I don’t know how to write.
E. I can’t write any pinyin.



The grids below is for you to practise the learned characters.
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